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We report on precision measurements of the cross sections for the reactionsp̄p→L̄L, p̄p→L̄S0, and

p̄p→S̄0L in the region below 5 MeV excess kinetic energy above reaction threshold. For thep̄p→L̄L
measurement, the data represent a third and definitive scan through the threshold region by this experiment.
Improvements in the detector system and analysis techniques, coupled with greatly increased statistics, have
negated the question of the existence of a near-threshold resonance as had been indicated in our earlier,
lower-statistics studies. The high statistics permit the first extraction of the polarization information at these

low energies. We also report the first measurement of the cross section for the complementary reactionsp̄p

→L̄S01c.c. at excess energies up to 2.5 MeV. This allows a comparison of the onset ofL̄L production to

that of L̄S0 and S̄0L. The data show no evidence for near-threshold resonance structures in either reaction

channel. Further, thep̄p→L̄S01c.c. reactions exhibit a largerP-wave fraction close to threshold compared to

p̄p→L̄L.

PACS number~s!: 25.43.1t, 13.75.Cs, 14.20.Jn
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I. INTRODUCTION

The PS185 experiment at the Low-Energy Antiprot
Ring ~LEAR! was focused on a systematic study

antihyperon-hyperon (ȲY) production reactions in the kine
matic region from threshold to nearly 200 MeV excess
ergy. As part of this program, a special emphasis was m
on obtaining data very near threshold for thep̄p→L̄L and
p̄p→L̄S01c.c. reactions.1 At excess energies,e5As2mY
2mȲ , below 5 MeV the reactions proceed through the lo
est partial waves, essentiallyS andP waves. Theoretical de
scriptions are, in that respect, simpler in this region than
higher energies. TheL̄L threshold region was studied twic

*Deceased.
1Here c.c. denotes the charge-conjugate stateS̄0L. We use the

shorthand notationL̄S0 throughout the document to represe

L̄S01S̄0L.
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previously by our collaboration@1,2#. The data featured a
strongP-wave contribution which is usually interpreted as
consequence of the greater suppression of theS waves be-
cause of the strong annihilation in theS wave @3#. Alterna-
tively, the existence of quasinuclear bound states in theȲY
system was also proposed as a means to explain the s
observedP wave @4#. A detailed study of the shape of th
excitation function should reveal a structure if such an int
mediate state is an important part of the dynamics of
production process. Indeed, in both prior measurements,
excitation function indicated a slight irregularity neare
50.8 MeV with a combined statistical significance of a
proximately 2.3 standard deviations. The nature of the sh
fueled speculations of the existence of a subthreshold q
sinuclearL̄L D-wave state@5#. This irregularity was the
principal motivation to revisit the near-threshold region w
higher integrated luminosity and using a detector and m
surement procedure optimized for such a threshold scan

Additionally, we have studied the complementary cha
nels p̄p→L̄S01c.c. very close to threshold to scan for ev
©2000 The American Physical Society03-1
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dence of similar structures and to examine the produc
dynamics in this related system. Comparison ofL̄L and
L̄S0 at the same excess energy is a means to test prop
reaction mechanisms. The (L̄S01S̄0L)/L̄L cross section
ratio, measured at excess energies from 15 to 39 MeV,
found @6,7# to be approximately 0.27. This ratio is in lin
with theoretical predictions@9,10# and is consistent with dat
at significantly higher energies@8#. It is of interest to test the
validity of these predictions closer to threshold because
ferences would give additional information about the re
tion mechanism and/or differences in the final-state inter
tion ~FSI!.

A brief outline of the experiment and general analy
procedure is given next, followed by details of special int
est to the threshold analyses. Two independent analyses
made on the high-statisticsL̄L data. Both are in excellen
agreement with one another and in moderate disagreem
with our previous work. The interpretation of this is di
cussed. TheL̄S0 experiment was technically quite similar t
the L̄L measurement, however several key analysis dif
ences were employed which are described below.

II. EXPERIMENT

The PS185 detector shown in Fig. 1 consists of four m
parts: target, decay spectrometer, triggering system,
baryon identification system. The proton target is construc
from four individual polyethylene (CH2) cylindrical cells
~2.5 mm radius and length!. The hydrogen nuclei in the hy
drocarbon chain serve as the source of free protons. A
mm long pure carbon cell is placed immediately upstream
order to determine the number of background events ge
ated by the presence of carbon nuclei. The discrete natu
the target serves two purposes. First, the four cells comb
form a thick target, thus increasing the number ofp̄p inter-
actions while retaining position and energy bin informatio
Second, the CH2 and the pure carbon cell each lower t
beam energy by'0.25 MeV which facilitates a continuou
cross section scan in small steps for a given beam mom
tum. Additionally, an external degrader was used whose
ergy loss corresponds to two target cells. Data were obta
for each LEAR momentum setting, with and without the d
grader. In this manner each excess energy setting was
veyed twice with the origin of events for a given value ofe
from different target cells.

The LEAR extracted antiproton beam has a relative m
mentum spread of approximately 1024 rms which translates
to a negligible distribution in the average momentum co
pared to the straggling in an individual target cell. Howev
the real beam momentum spread is considerably larger
to statistical fluctuations in the energy loss by pass
through vacuum windows, timing counters, and a multipla
silicon microstrip system, all upstream of the target ce
The average momentum of the antiprotons exiting the LE
machine was tuned to experimental specification with an
curacy of approximately 1 MeV/c. This translates to an un
certainty in the absolute scale of the excess energy of
proximately 350 keV. The final absolute energy scale w
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determined by an offline procedure described below.
The L̄L measurement was made in one continuous ru

LEAR using six momentum settings to span the excess
ergy rangeeL̄L from 0.0 to 5.0 MeV. With the multicell
target and degraders, 30 independent cross section mea
ments were obtained using a total of 4.231011 antiprotons.
The L̄S0 data set comprised four momentum settings o
tained in two running periods. A total of 3.531011 antipro-
tons were used. The actual delivered momenta covered
effective range from21.0 to 2.5 MeV ineL̄S0 with nearly
43% of the recorded integrated luminosity below thresho
The relatively large data sample just belowL̄S0 threshold
was used to compute the level of background events wh
leak into theL̄S0 sample from carbon events and from th
dominantL̄L reaction.

In the L̄L andL̄S0 threshold studies, the emitted hype
ons reside within a cone of less than 6° about the beam a

FIG. 1. Schematic view of the PS185 detector and target sys
Hyperon-antihyperon pairs are created in one of five segme
target cells. The scintillator hodoscope and the detectors surro
ing the target cells are used to form appropriate triggers. Pro
tional chambers~MWPC! and drift chambers~DC! are used to de-
tect the characteristic decayV0 patterns from neutral hyperon
decays. The drift chambers in the magnet enable the sign of
charged tracks to be determined.
3-2
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HIGH-STATISTICS MEASUREMENTS OF THEp̄p→L̄L. . . PHYSICAL REVIEW C 62 055203
For thep̄p→L̄S01c.c. reactions theS hyperon decays im-
mediately toLg giving theL a momentum kick of approxi-
mately 77 MeV/c. The g is unmeasured. Thus for both re
actions studied we measureL̄L pairs which are observe
through their charged decay mode,p̄p1 and pp2, with a
product branching fraction of 40.8%. To reconstruct the
events, excellent knowledge of the incoming antiproton
rection is required and to do this each incomingp̄ is mea-
sured to an angular precision of 1.64 mrad using a se
silicon microstrip detectors. The charged decayL→pp2 is
reconstructed in a series of ten proportional and 13 d
chamber planes immediately downstream of the targets.
center wire is made insensitive over a 6 mmcentral segmen
of the proportional chambers and a 9 mmsegment in the drift
chambers to permit the noninteracting antiproton beam
pass unrecorded. A correct modeling and treatment of
insensitive region is very important for these threshold da

Successfully reconstructed events from either reaction
clude two isolated decay vertices (V0 events!. In all cases,
kinematics constrain the decay proton and antiproton t
forward cone which is entirely intercepted by a vertica
oriented magnetic field containing three additional d
chambers. The left-right deflection of the baryons in t
magnet is used to produce aL or L̄ tag for each decay
vertex.

The electronic trigger is straightforward. An antiproto
arriving at a target cell is registered by a series of upstre
scintillators. A signal from a neutral reaction is obtain
when this antiproton enters a cell and the scintillators imm
diately downstream and surrounding the cell do not fire
candidateȲY event is defined as the neutral reaction in c
incidence with two or more charged particles firing a se
mented scintillator hodoscope which is placed downstre
of the chambers to intercept all of the decay baryons.
practice five parallel triggers exist; each is associated wi
specific target cell. A small electromagnetic calorimeter
ray placed downstream of the magnet was used in one o
analysis efforts to normalize the neutral trigger rates com
from different cells. Thep̄p→n̄n reaction has a high prob
ability of producing an antineutron which, upon entering t
calorimeter, annihilates and deposits a large amount of
ergy. No structure is expected in this cross section over
small range of momentum studied here. The rate of even
this type from cell to cell and from momentum setting
momentum setting constitutes a reliable method of ensu
that the neutral target cell component of the trigger w
stable and evenly balanced.

III. DATA ANALYSIS

The philosophy of the data analysis procedure is larg
similar to previous descriptions~e.g., Ref.@7#! although the
detailed implementations differed significantly. Tracks a
reconstructed from the hit distribution in the wire plane
CandidateV0 patterns are assembled from two tracks with
common vertex. Events with one or several pairs of acce
ableV0 formations are presented to a kinematical fit to t
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the p̄p→L̄L→ p̄p1pp2 hypothesis. In the case of theL̄S0

analysis, a separate fit is made to each of the three pos
event typesL̄S0, S̄0L, and L̄L. The assignment of even
type is based on the solution with the lowestx2 per degree of
freedom.

Proximity to threshold introduces special consideratio
because the phase space is rapidly collapsing as the thre
is approached. Uncertainties in the LEAR beam moment
momentum straggling due to upstream energy losses,
finite resolution in the tracking system complicate the ev
identification process. These effects exaggerate the fact
as threshold is approached, the mapping of the labora
angles to the center-of-mass production angles for the
duced hyperons becomes ambiguous. AGEANT-based@11#
Monte Carlo simulation was used to completely describe
detector system and to determine the proper acceptance
tion for each reaction and excess energy. Monte Carlo s
ies determined the differential binning which could be us
reliably for each excess energy in thep̄p→L̄L reaction.

For the p̄p→L̄S01c.c. reactions, the proximity to
threshold causes especially severe problems because
background from the abundantL̄L events is very large.
Even at the highestL̄S0 excess energy point studied (e

52.5 MeV!, the L̄L cross section is 40 times greater th
p̄p→L̄S01c.c. Simulations showed that a reliable distin
tion betweenL̄S0 and S̄0L is not possible this close to
threshold@12#. Hence, we do not report separate cross s
tions for the two charge-conjugate reactions. This also me
that the reconstrucion of the center-of-mass reaction ang
ambiguous for these reactions and no differential cross
tions are therefore reported.

The momentum of each data point was first estima
from the value stated by LEAR, corrected for known ener
losses in material upstream of the target cells. The final va
was obtained with an iterative procedure which makes us
the kinematic fit. A pure sample of the highest-qualityL̄L
events2 was obtained, which would be certain to be identifi
correctly whether or not the assumed momentum was
rect, within reasonable bounds. These events were then
with the beam momentum treated as an unconstrained v
able and a new beam momentum was obtained as the m
of the post-fit values. The iterations converged rapidly. T
procedure was subjected to numerous tests which resulte
the determination of the rms uncertainty on the mean m
mentum of 0.20 MeV/c for the L̄S0 data and 0.15 MeV/c
for L̄L data. A Monte Carlo simulation was used to calc
late the momentum spread for each target cell, the width
which is typically 0.78 MeV/c with a central value skewed
toward lower momenta. All reported observables are av
ages over such a distribution.

Two methods were used to determine the level of ba
ground in the final event samples. The number of events
can be attributed to hyperon-antihyperon production on

2For theL̄S0 study, theL̄L events are plentiful and well abov
threshold.
3-3
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FIG. 2. Total cross section results for thep̄p

→L̄L reaction versus excess kinetic ener
above reaction threshold. The open and so
circles correspond to data obtained with the d
grader in and out, respectively, for the data r
ported here. The crosses are the earlier PS
results.
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carbon nuclei of the target cells was determined by coun
events produced in the pure carbon target which pass
kinematic cuts. For both theL̄L and L̄S0 measurements
this represents an approximately 4–5 % contamination of
final event sample and the fraction is relatively independ
of excess energy. The final cross sections are corrected
this background.

In both threshold experiments, a fraction of the data w
obtained below threshold. These data were analyzed in
same manner as described above however the antiproton
mentum was permitted to vary in the kinematic fitter start
from an initial artificially high ‘‘above threshold’’ value
Events of the right geometrical topology, but wrong physi
origin, could be misinterpreted by the kinematic fit, allowin
an estimation of such contamination. In the case ofL̄L, no
events were found beyond the level expected from, and
counted for, by the carbon component of the target cells

The large data set which lies 0 to 4 MeV/c below thresh-
old for the L̄S0 measurement is certain to contain no fr
L̄S0 events. It does feature a significant number of 2V0

candidates because of the largeL̄L cross section~'66 mb!.
We used this data set to determine simultaneously
carbon-induced andL̄L contamination fraction which were
misidentified asL̄S0. The comparative study of theL̄S0

along with theL̄L events further reduces systematic unc
tainties on theL̄S0 results as long as the final results a
reported as the ratios(L̄S01S̄0L)/s(L̄L). The absolute
cross sections(L̄S01S̄0L) is then obtained by multiplying
the measured ratio by an empiricals(L̄L) function obtained
by fitting a polynomial to the global PS185L̄L data set. The
major different systematic uncertainty which remains is d
to the insensitive central region of the decay spectrome
This has a slightly different effect on near-threshold (L̄S0)
events compared to above-threshold (L̄L) events due to the
kinematics differences. A careful study of this effect w
performed resulting in a 2% relative uncertainty in the cro
section scaling which is included in the assigned errors.
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IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. The p̄p\L̄L reaction

Two independent evaluations of theL̄L data were made
in order to reduce any analysis-dependent systematic bia
Both procedures@13# followed essentially the scheme de
scribed above, however, details differed. The final agreem
between the two efforts for the total cross section determ
tion is excellent. The only difference is a small variance
the differential cross sections at extreme forward ang
This is associated with the treatment of the insensitive reg
of the proportional chambers and was included in the s
tematical uncertainty. We used the two procedures to e
mate the range of this uncertainty and folded this error i
our statistical errors for the reported differential and to
cross sections. The differential polarization data are f
from this effect.

The total cross section results are shown in Fig. 2. T
open and solid circles correspond to the data obtained w
the degrader in and out, respectively. The excellent ag
ment provides evidence that our redundant procedure
measuring each excess energy with two different target c
works well. Figure 2 also includes the results of the ear
PS185 studies@1,2# for comparison. The inflection in the
earlier data close toe50.8 MeV is not evident in the new
results. Furthermore, above 1 MeV, the earlier data lie c
sistently below the new results. We return to both of the
points in the discussion.

The energy dependence of the total cross section coul
fit to a simple model@14,15#. In this model, the scattering
lengths, as is customary, are independent of energy. In a
tion, the model assumes that the initial- and final-state in
actions do not vary significantly over the first 5 MeV abo
threshold. Therefore the shape of the excitation function
given by the phase space behavior of the participating pa
waves. This close to threshold one can safely assume tha
most, partial waves up tol 52 may contribute. The tota
cross section can then be written

sT5
2pq

ps
~mpmL!2~aS1aPq21aDq4!. ~1!
3-4
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FIG. 3. Final total cross section results for th

p̄p→L̄L reaction ~left ordinate, upper curve!

and thep̄p→L̄S01c.c. reactions~right ordinate,
lower curve! versus excess kinetic energy abo
respective threshold. The data are fit to the ne
threshold parametrizationsT5cSe1/21cPe3/2 as
described in the text.
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Here p and q denote the center-of-mass~c.m.! momenta of
the incoming antiproton and the outgoing hyperons, resp
tively, and s is the total energy of the c.m. squared. T
coefficientsaS , aP , andaD represent theS-, P-, andD-wave
contributions and can be related to the scattering leng
@14#. Furthermore,q}e1/2 so that the above expression c
be rewritten as a polynomial relation

sT5cSe1/21cPe3/21cDe5/2. ~2!

Fitting the total cross section points with Eq.~2! yields
the result that the inclusion of theD-wave term does no
improve significantly the fit compared to usingS and P
waves only. A fit with theD-wave coefficient set to zero
yieldscS52.4960.07 andcP50.2460.03, each in appropri
ate units, with ax2/NDF513.1/20. This fit is shown as th
solid line through theL̄L data points in Fig. 3. Two remark
are in order. First, the very good fit to the two-term expr
sion indicates that there are no significant contributions oD
waves this close to threshold~subject to the above assum
tions!. More importantly, there is no need to include a
resonant structure in the excitation function. These d
strongly restrict the possibility of a quasinuclearN̄N bound
state near to theL̄L threshold. Table I lists the final tota
cross section data for thep̄p→L̄L reaction. The statistica
and systematic errors are listed separately. An additional
bal uncertainty on the cross section scale from overall n
malization considerations is approximately 5%.

Comparing the new results to previous PS185 findin
@1,2# gives the impression that the current experiment is
disagreement with previous reported results. However,
apparent difference in the cross section scale is largely
counted for by the fact that the overall normalization unc
tainty in the earlier experiments was estimated to be appr
mately 15%. The largest component of this uncertainty w
the acceptance function used in the analysis of the ea
data which was based on an incomplete~pre-GEANT! Monte
Carlo. In particular, the hadronic interaction correction us
then is now known to have underestimated the true cor
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tion leading to an upward adjustment of older data by
proximately 8–12 %. With these global normalization co
siderations, the two data sets are more closely compat
Still, there remains a difference in the observedP-wave frac-
tion; the new data which features high-statistical precision
the differential cross section results, requires a sma
P-wave fraction compared to the earlier results.

TABLE I. Final total cross section results for thep̄p→L̄L
reaction. The first error on the cross section is statistical and
second is systematic. The uncertainty one represents the bin width
of the included data.

e ~MeV! s tot(mb)

20.03560.141 0.14160.03160.023
0.14260.113 0.82160.08660.041
0.36560.109 1.52760.08660.057
0.60960.102 2.06060.09960.077
0.85260.110 2.52760.11660.082
1.15060.107 2.97160.09960.090
1.44860.103 3.40760.15960.121
1.74960.101 3.97060.15460.110
2.07960.104 4.29360.23960.152
2.31560.110 4.36960.25160.156
2.59460.103 5.50460.29460.216
2.82660.111 5.22960.29760.199
3.10260.104 5.33360.29960.220
3.37960.106 6.06960.39660.234
3.65260.102 6.16260.38960.217
3.92160.110 6.75760.47460.275
4.06760.123 7.23461.04460.378
4.19660.104 7.49160.48760.282
4.44860.101 7.50460.56660.317
4.69960.099 8.03860.52360.321
4.90460.103 8.49160.78260.397
5.18560.096 8.20560.97460.502
5.46060.090 7.37460.85760.375
3-5
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FIG. 4. Differential cross sec-

tion results forp̄p→L̄L for nine
excess energy groupings. Curve
through the data represent fits u
ing a second-order Legendre ex
pansion.
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Differential cross sections are evaluated for nine ene
binnings of the data and are shown in Fig. 4. The quality
the data illustrates the onset ofP waves with unprecedente
resolution. WithQ* defined as the center-of-mass scatter
angle of the emitted anti-lambda, the Legendre polynom
expansion

ds

dV
~Q* !5( anPn~cosQ* !, ~3!

is used to fit the data. The results are included in the figu
and the coefficients are plotted versus excess energy in
5. A smooth turn on of the partial waves is evident and
importance of theS- andP-wave interference is made clea
from the sizablea1 coefficient.

FIG. 5. Legendre coefficients for fits to thep̄p→L̄L differen-
tial cross section curves shown in Fig. 4.
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The parity-violating weak decay is exploited to determi
the polarization of the emitted hyperons which is defined

be the average ofPy
L and Py

L̄ . The ŷ direction is normal to
the production plane. In our earlier studies at higher ene
the high-statistics data sets@16,17# identified a trend in the
differential polarization curves@18#. In general, the sign of
the polarization is dependent ont8, where t8[t2tmin
52pq(cosQ*21) is the reduced four-momentum transf
~squared! and p and q are the incoming and outgoing c.m
momenta, respectively. The lambda and anti-lambda po
ization is positive forut8u below 200 (MeV/c)2. At ut8u
'200 (MeV/c)2, the polarization crosses zero and becom
negative asut8u increases. All of the data reported here are
a range withut8u,150 (MeV/c)2 and they are plotted in Fig
6 together with fits using associated Legendre polynomia

P5( bnPn
1~cosQ* !. ~4!

The associated polynomials are used because at forward
backward c.m. angles, the reaction plane disappears, lea
the polarization undefined. The coefficients of the fits a
given in Table II. All differential polarization curves ar
positive over the allowed c.m. angular range. The da
binned in four excess energy groups, are the first to dem
strate experimentally the large positive polarization ant
pated for small excess energies when extrapolating from
higher-energies findings.

B. The p̄p\L̄S0¿c.c. reactions

The p̄p→L̄S01c.c. data set spanned excess energies
to 2.5 MeV. The total cross section results are listed in Ta
III. The measurement made here is actually the ratio of cr
3-6
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sectionsr 5s( p̄p→L̄S01c.c.)/s( p̄p→L̄L) for the same
incoming antiproton momentum. In order to obtain the ab
lute cross section, we have multipliedr by an empirical fit to
the global PS185 data. These results are plotted in Fig. 3
correspond to the cross section scale listed on the right o
nate. The same fitting procedure described above@see Eq.
~2!# was applied yielding coefficientscS50.3960.17 and
cP50.2560.10 in appropriate units. The fit is shown as t
solid line through the triangular data points. The uncertai
is relatively large; theP- to S-wave ratio can range from 1/
to 1 within the errors but it is clear that the relativeP-wave
contribution near threshold for this reaction is significan
larger than for theL̄L case. Over this limited region n

FIG. 6. Differential polarization results forp̄p→L̄L. The posi-
tive polarization for all plots is consistent with expectations ba
on the trends of the global PS185 polarization data when re
sented versust8, the reduced four-momentum transfer squared. T
solid curves are fits using associated Legendre polynomials.

TABLE II. Coefficients of the associated Legendre polynom
fits to the differential polarization data. Four excess energy b
have been used. The central value is given with the uncerta
representing the range of included data.

e ~MeV! b1 b2 b3

0.5760.59 0.424060.0020 0.025260.0038 0.011160.0048
1.7160.42 0.530060.0028 0.034060.0052 0.008260.0068
2.7160.42 0.551060.0033 0.045560.0061 0.016060.0077
3.9560.70 0.701060.0040 0.052360.0077 0.016960.0097
05520
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additional structure is necessary to describe the excita
function. Similar to thep̄p→L̄L reaction, theL̄S0 cross
section appears to turn on smoothly.

The comparison of theL̄S0 to L̄L cross sections at the
same excess energies reduces phase space difference
provides information on the production dynamics and on
final-state interaction differences between these otherw
very similar reactions. At the excess energies 15, 26, and
MeV, we found the ratio

s~L̄S01S̄0L!/2

s~L̄L!
5

s~L̄S0!

s~L̄L!
.0.27 ~5!

in agreement with several theoretical estimates@9,10# based
on one-boson exchange~OBE! models. Our conclusion wa
that the ratio of cross sections ‘‘appears to be independen
energy in the low-energy regime studied here’’@7#. The or-
dinate scales in Fig. 3 forL̄S0:L̄L cross sections are in th
ratio (0.2732):1 to reflect this anticipated ratio. The facto
of 2 is present because theL̄S0 data are plotted as thesum

of the two independent reactionsL̄S0 and S̄0L. Had the
ratio remained constant near threshold, theL̄S0 data would
lie on top of theL̄L data in the figure. A clear deviation i
seen; the ratio drops by nearly a factor of 2.

In a typical OBE model@9,10# the L̄S0 channel is more
strongly coupled toK* exchange compared to theL̄L chan-
nel. This fact suggests that theL̄S0 reaction takes place a
shorter distances which should, in turn, lead to an ear
onset of higher partial waves and differences in the FSI n
threshold. A short-range production process would be
pected to yield a smaller cross section because of incre
FSI. This would be especially true near threshold where
relative hyperon momenta is small. At threshold, we obse
that theP- to S-wave ratio forL̄S0 production is higher by a
factor of at least 3 compared toL̄L. The greaterP-wave
component suggests possible direct evidence forK* ex-

d
e-
e

l
s
ty

TABLE III. Results of L̄S0 cross section analysis. The rati

s( p̄p→L̄S01c.c.)/s( p̄p→L̄L) is the result of this analysis. The

total cross sections( p̄p→L̄S01c.c.) is determined from a simple

polynomial fit to the global PS185s(L̄L) data.

e
~MeV!

s( p̄p→L̄S01c.c.)
~mb! s( p̄p→L̄S01c.c.)/s( p̄p→L̄L)

20.20 0.00060.079 0.000060.0012
0.01 0.01060.091 0.000260.0014
0.93 0.64660.134 0.009860.0020
1.14 0.80560.139 0.012260.0020
1.39 0.74160.131 0.011260.0019
1.60 1.00260.148 0.015160.0021
1.74 1.07160.201 0.016160.0030
1.96 1.42660.209 0.021460.0030
2.20 1.55760.218 0.023460.0031
2.42 1.41760.218 0.021260.0031
3-7
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change. The fact that the ratio of total cross sectio
(L̄S0/L̄L) increases from threshold over the first 15 Me
to an asymptotic value of about 0.27 further supports
inference of a greater role of the FSI near threshold co
pared to at higher excess energies.

V. SUMMARY

We have completed a final study at LEAR of the thres
old region for the reactionp̄p→L̄L with the specific aim of
using the increased beam flux and improved detector setu
look for confirmation of earlier evidence of a structure in t
total cross section. No structure is seen in these new m
surements. The cross section is observed to grow smoo
from threshold with a mix ofS- andP-wave production. The
high statistics of this data set compared to our previous w
greatly improves the differential cross section data availa
near threshold. The characteristic forward peaking of the
ferential cross section which dominates the reaction at hig
excess energies is seen to evolve from this very-near thr
old data, although the observedP-wave fraction here is
smaller compared to our earlier findings. Finally, the fi
observation of the differential polarization in the thresho
region is given. It is positive over the whole kinematic rang
consistent with extrapolation from higher-energy PS1
studies.
tt
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We also report, for the first time, the results of a study
the complementary reactionsp̄p→L̄S01c.c. near threshold
The cross section strength compared to theL̄L reaction at
the same excess energies differs from previous compari
at significantly higher excess energies. The onset of this
action indicates a three-times higher contribution ofP waves
compared to theL̄L case. This finding suggests a differen
in the production mechanism and/or the final-state inter
tion of the respective hyperon-antihyperon systems and, p
sibly, direct evidence of strong coupling toK* exchange.
Finally, no resonance structure is required to explain the t
cross section data within the statistics and over the limi
excess energy region studied.
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